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28.2002 

behalf National Association of and its would like to 
Family and Medical Act's regulations 

associated guidance be on 
and of National is the 
largest industrial trade association. The 4,000 members (including 
small and mid-sized 3 serving manufacturers and 

in every industrial sector and all 50 states. in D.C.. 
NAM has 10 across country. 

Speci I Department Labor's and subsequent 
regarding definition of "serious health should be 
addition, the regulations of leave" issues well as 

and requirements should be reviewed, particularly in light of 
Court's Jccision in le  v. rine . Wc also draw your 
to wage and letters that, technically guidance have, 

and of and comment, regulations. 

1. Definition Condition" 29 C.F.R. 825.114 

When the FMLA passed, covered for birth or adoption child 
medical leave (for individual or an for serious 

conditions. clear the health condition" to cover 
short where treatment and are and such fall within 
modest sick leave policies. broadly what a serious 
condition it i t  definition of serious at 29 C.F.R. 825.1 

expansive way in which regulation was has further 
by guidance. specifically, wage hour opinion 

without of public and As a FMLA, which 
a to jobs and seriously ill,  has 

turned into a which would be barely to its drafters. 
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Moreover. are left with no guidance on what does or 
not a condition.” Many NAM members articulated that 
don’t have difficulty what constitutes a ”serious health because “just 
about is especially if a doctor says is covcred.” This unacceptable “status 
quo” is inconsistent with the statute. 

On April 7, issued wage opinion 57 slated that 
fact that an is incapacitated than three days, has been treated by a 
provider at least occasion which has a of continuing 

by health care providcr docs convert illnesses such the cold 
into serious health conditions ordinary (absent complicatiotis).” Just a year and a 

on 12, 1996, DOL opinion 86. That 
that hour opinion 57 an with to 

flu,  upset ulcers, other thanmigraines. routine 
or disease and if “any of conditions the 
regulatory criteria for a serious health condition, an incapacity of than 

calendar and continuing treatment a to a health care providcr 
followed by regimen of care such drugs individual has a 

’serious health condition’ 

In the issuance ofthis later opinion has regularion itself and has 
the standard in and before courts. has a 

day has been to a doctor has prescription, no what underlying 
a cold cmploycc is entitled to and all it 

confers. 

resulting cmploycrs should bc fixed first by 
rescinding hour opinion letter 86 the of the word “serious” to  

health conditions protected by should 
regulation serious health condition is with 

statute. 

2. 39 C.F.R. 825.307; 825.308 

Specific regulations: 

-- may be taken include cases where or 
have serious health which require periodic care by Health 

Provider in cmplayce or Family is even 
docs not tcceivc treatment by a 

825.306 -- Employers request With 
can ask to provide frequency of’ incapacity 
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-- Employers cannot generally question the adequacy of certifications. If employee 
submits complete certification, employer cannot request any additional information a 

An HCP the can HCP 
clarification. 

-- generally of conditions 
duration specified by the the has 

leave regulations have also been problematic NAM for a 
Congress drafted the FMLA so that employees could 

of less one day (for cxamplc, for- or radiation treatments). The 
regulation lcave bc "to period that the employer's 
payroll uses to account for abscnces or use of leave, provided it is hour or less." 

many track in increincnts o f  a small as six minutes, the of accounting for 
and tracking leave is significant administrative burden. is the 

with the broad condition" which that 
are track of a partial days for and non-serious 

Allowing to intermittent lcave in larger increments (such as 
by the hour or half day) would and paperwork while 

who need intermittent leave arc such Icave. a 
health will alsu and conditions under an 

cmploycr intermittent lcave. 

Unfortunately, because the way the been written interpreted, 
leave be misused by employees, and employers recourse For 

an have his JTCP that needs intermittent leave migraines. 
HCY the as or "lifetime." With respect to the of 

cpisodcs of HCP writes "unknown." The employee is to every 
afternoon off for rest of his career due even though is nor 

receiving a n y  treatment on those afternoons. vc an employee who 
has needs intermittent lcave high blood Again, thexc is no 
duration or frequency specified, but the docs indicate that the of the is for 

to go to the doctor when is high. off 
every Monday for and the has no way of lie 

to or not. problems are b y  the 
and the limitations placed employers in 

regulations so that provide the duration and leave 
would be beneficial. Icave is not specified, 
employers to leave for an period of30 -90 days. with 
upon expiration of leave would employers' Although 

always with of abscnccs, without additional 
the provider, arc a in 
and schedule allow to ask 
employees to provide evidence that if are work intermittent 
lcave periodic blood pressure Perhaps 
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would of the statute is to relax regulations on 
ability contact As the above discussion there are many circumstances 
which employers need additional "clarification." 

want to be provide leave employees but 
have adequarc so that they y their Moreover. 

ought to be able verify employee an that 
leave and be the of illness. also be able 
institute control policies and to that the use of leave is legitimate, a 
proposition i s  undcr lcavc 

Conclusion 

It i s  important, in of the to alleviate 
and legal which discourages from offering or expanding 

paid leave. DOL's have companies 
have This which 

throughout by the Court y 
struck down notice requirements in sJr vs. Worldwide. 

confusing and contradictory regulations and guidance do allow employers 
administer the requirements with certainly. A of' 
DOL's specifically those that serious condition. 

leavc is in order. 
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President, Resource Policy 
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